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Pruning Peach Trees. 

By J. c. WHITTEN, Hortieulturist. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

Experiments conducted by this station to determine 
the best method of pruning peach trees have yielded 
results which may be summarized as follows: 

I. Under normal conditions, when peach trees 
have passed the winter safely and promise to produce 
a crop of fruit, they should be pruned each winter by 
cutting back the main limbs, so as to leave one-half to 
two-thirds of the new growth which contains the fruit 
buds. 

II. When the fruit buds have been winter-killed 
the opportunity may be seized to cut back the main 
limbs more severely, thus securing mote compact trees, 
and avoiding the formation of long, straggling limbs 
which the trees have a tendency to form if they are not 
cut back. 

ill. The amount of cutting back depends upon the 
I extent to which the trees have been injured. 

IV. If only the fruit buds have been killed, and 
the wood of the tree is uninjured, trees of compact form, 
if they have been aDJiually pruned; should have their 
main limbs shortened so as to leave only a few inches 
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of the new wood. If, however, the limbs are getting 
long and straggling 'they may be cut back into two or 
even three year old wood. Before severe cutting i,s 
done the grower should be certain that there are not 
enough live buds left to produce fruit. The peach sets 
such an abundant quantity of fruit buds that if a small 
percentage of them have escaped injury there may still 
be enough to produce a paying crop of fruit. 

V. When the winter is so severe that not only the 
fruit buds are killed but the wood of the tree is badly 
discolored the trees may be invigorated by cutting them 
back quite severely. The following is a summary of re
sults of pruning peach trees during the severe freeze 
of 1898-9: 

VI. Peach trees which were not pruned, or in 
which only a part of the new wood was removed after 
the severe freeze of 1898-9 started into growth first in 
spring and for two weeks after growth began they ap
peared to be in more vigorous condition than did pruned 
trees. 

VII. This apparent vigor of trees that were not 
severely pruned was only temporary, however. Some 
of them died a little later and none of them made satis
factory growth ' throughout the season. They seemed 
to have used up all their energy in making a start. At ' 
the close of the season they had made' but little new 
growth and this was' confined mainly to the tops of the 
branches, the old limbs and trlinkscontaining only dead 
twigS. Their annualla:yer of new wood was very thin 
a.ndsome of their roots died. 

, VIII. Trees of , bearing age that were cut back so as 
to .leaveoitly the trunk and bases of the main linibsdied 
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in some cases and where they did live their growth was 
misatisfactory, many of the sprouts starting from the 
the linreliable seedling stock below ground. 

. ;Fig. l.-One year old p~achtree,. befo:re ~nd. after pruning, .,at the 
tIme of planting in the orchard. , 

IX. Trees of bearing age , which were cut 'pac~ 
into two year old wood intp.e case of young' tI~ee's~ l s.nd 
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to three or four year old wood in older trees, thus leav-· 
ing stubs of the main limbs from three to four feet long
made the best growth. They made from six to nine feet . 
of new growth and entirely renewed their heads during
the following season. They also developed a good 
layer of new wood on their trunks and formed a good~ 

crop of fruit buds. 
X. In the case of two year old trees, those that: 

were cut back so as to leave the trunk and spurs of the· 
main branches two or three inches long did best and: 
made fine heads. 

XI. One year old trees that were cut back nearly 
to the original bud and had a single sprout trained up
during the growing season made fine trees. 

XU. The principal growth took place near the
extremities of the parts of the tree that were left after
pruning. Trees that were cut back into more than 
four year old wood failed to grow at all in some cases, 
showing that in very old wood the buds are too dormant 
to be easily started into growth. The amount to cut 
away in renewing winter injured trees requires good' 
judgment in choosing between leaving too much wood 
(which results in weak growth and too high heads) ancr 
cutting back too far into old, dormant wood that will 
not start new limbs. 

XIll. Experiments to determine the best time to
prune showed that trees that were pruned any time after 
the severe cold spell up to the time the buds began to
start in spring grew equally well. 

XIV. Good cultivation is of more than usual ben
efitto peach trees during the spring and summer fol
lowing severe winter injury. 
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PRUNING UNDBlt NOHMAL ('ONDITIONS. 

Of all our orchard trees the peach stands in 
greatest need of regular pruning. Not onl y should 
peach trees be pruned every winter but they should be 
·cut back more severely tbml any other of our fruit 
itl'ees. In or leI' to und erstand the full import of ihis 

Fig. 2.-Peach tree rca Iy to be pruned the fourth winter aft I' plallt
dng in tho orchard. 

statement it will be necessary to keep in mind the habit 
·of growth of the peach as compar d with some of our 
·other fruit trees. The fruit buds of the apple and pear 
are mostly borne on old, short spurs, attached to the 
-older limbs. These fruit spurs of the apple and pear 
uengthen but little each y ar. The fruit then is 
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mostly borne in the body of the tree instead of on the 
new growth at the extremities of the branches. On the 
contrary, the fruit buds of the peach are borne chiefly 
on the long whips of new growth which is most abun
dant at the extemities ,of the limbs. In order to secure 
an abundant crop of peaches it is necessary to so treat 
the trees as to secure abundant new wood growth the 
year before the peach crop is expected. Let us see what 
this treatment consists of. 

If the peach tree is allowed to go unpruhed it will 
make comparatively vigorous wood growth while it is 
young, and will produce a few good crops of fruit. The 
new wood growth is mainly produced at the extremities 
of the wood which grew the previous year. Every year 
then the new wood, containing the fruit buds, is farther 
and farther removed from the main trunk of the tree. 
Wood growth becomes weaker and weaker each year. 
The twigs in the interior of the tree begin to die, leav
ing long, straggling main limbs, which are bare of fruit
ing wood except at their extremities. These fruiting 
twigs are weak and so far removed from the trunk of 
the tree that the limbs are liable to break down if a 
crop of fruit is produced. Furthermore these long, 
bare limbs and the unshaded trunk of the tree are liable 
to injury from sunscald in this climate. Gathering the 
fruit from these high limbs is expensive and such fruit 
as may be produced on such weak growth is of inferior 
quality. " 

The object of pruning is to avoid the und~irable 
form . of u.npruned trees just described. In place of 
long;$traggling limbs it is desiraQle to secure low, com
pact· trees in which the fruiting wood is kept as 'near:' 
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the tunk of the tree as possible. In order to accom
plish this it is necessary to properly shape the trees 
from the beginning. 

PRUNING AT TIME OF PLANTING. 

Medium sized, one year old trees or large, strong 
June buds are the best for planting. JDxtra Leavy, 

Fig, 3,- Peach tree, four yeal's nfter planting, prl 111 pcl by Rhortening 
the new wood and thinning out 'Surplus twigs in Lhe body of Lhc tree. 
Correct pruning under normal conditions, 

one year old peach trees are too large for profit
able orchard planting, though they are satisfactory 
for the home garden. At the time of planting in 
the orchard, each tree should be pruned by cutting 
off all the side branches so as to leave but a single bud 
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at the base of each. This reduces the tree virtually 
to a single whip. The main trunk, or leader should 
then be shortened to fifteen inches to two feet in length, 
depending upon the size of the tree, so the head, or 
branching system will form near the ground. The trunk 
of the tree, below the head, should not be m0're than 
one foot in length. Fig. 1 shows a typical one year 
0'ld tree, before and after pruning at the time of plant
ing out. If pruned in this manner the new limbs will 
form close t0' the trunk of the tree, instead of out at the 
ends of long branches which the tree P0's1'\essed before 
it was pruned. ' 

As the tree begins growth after planting, some 
spr0'uts are liable t0' form near the roots and on the 
sh0'rt trunk of the tree, below the main limbs. These 
sh0'uld be rubbed off during the summer. The main 
limbs will start from the short spurs which were left 
and will form a fine head the first year. 

The following winter the trees should be pruned 
by severely cutting back this new growth. The side 
limbs should be shortened t0' five or ten inches long at 
the base of the head, those above being cut still shorter 
as one prunes upward, so as t0' form a cone shaped 
head. The strongest, upper shoot sh0'uld be selected 
for a central leal and cut off so that it will stand 
several inches (p, ,t)s a foot in the case of strong 
trees), longer than the upper limbs. Laterals should 
be removed from these shortened limbs, S0' that the next 
years gr0'wth will n0't be too dense. The foll0'wing win
ter (when two summers growth have been made after 
setting the trees in the orchard), the trees should be 
again severely pruned, perhaps, three-quarters of the 
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JleW wood should be removed by shorten ing the main 
limbs. The lower limbs shonld be left longest so as 
to secure a cone shaped tree. If a leader has been 
maintained up to thi s tillle the bmnrbing system will 
have been formed so Owt the limbs wi ll not spli t down 
when they are later loaded with fruit. After thi s it is 
not essential to give attention to maintaining a leader. 
Tn case tll e trees have developed enongh fruit buds to 

F ig. 4.-Peach tree four years uJlcl' pl anting in orchard, showing 
,how pruning should be done after fruit buds have bccn killed in winter. 

produce a crop (as th y sometimes will do at this age) 
the pruning should not be quite so severe, but enough 
new wood should be left to produce some fmit. 

The t~ird summer after setting, the trees should 
be old enough to form a fine setting of fruit buds for 
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the next year. Now that the trees are old enough to bear 
they should be pruned each winter by cutting back so 
as to remove one-third to one-half the new wood. 
Enough fruit buds will be left if they are uninjured to 
produce ali the fruit the tree ought to carry if they are 
pruned in this way. It should be remembered that the 
peach normally sets a great many fruit buds,-more in 
fact than the tree can support if they all develop 
peaches. The cheapest way to remove a part of this 
surplus is by annually removing a part of the new wood 
containing fruit buds. The careful grower will soon 
learn to dete-rmine just how much wood to remove in 
order to leave the corret amount to produce fruit enough 
for a good crop. Fig. 2 and 3 show a typical peach 
tree before and after pruning. 

Some of the advantages of pruning back the trees 
each winter are: It shortens the limbs, thus keeping 
the bearing wood nearer the body of the tree, so the 
limbs are less liable to split down. The growth will 
be more vigorous. The lower tr.ees may be more easily 
pruned and managed than high ones. In thinning and 
'gathering fruit it is particularly desirable to have it as 
near the ground as possible. Pruning partly thins the 
fruit by removing surplus wood containing fruit buds. 

PRUNING WHEN FRUIT BUDS HAVE BEEN KILLED. 

Occasionally the fruit buds of the peach are killed 
by a severe winter. As soon as the cold spell is over 
it is easy to tell whether or not the buds are injured 
by cutting through them. If the pistil in the center of 
the bud looks fresh and green the bud is all right. If 
the pistil looks brown and shriveled, leaving a datk 
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spot in the center of the bud, the latter is dead. Usually 
some of the buds winter kill. It is necessary then to 
examine a good many buds on the different varieties to
make sure whether or not enough buds are left unin
jured to produce a crop of fruit. Almost every winter 
some one reports that the peach buds are all killed be
cause he found upon examination that some of the buds 
were dead. One should guard against assuming that 
the peach crop is ruined because he finds that the first 
few buds he opens are dead. It is necessary to thor
oughly examine a number of trees of all the different 
varieties. If, however, one finds that the fruit buds 
are ~lled, as is the case in some sections at the present 
writing (March, 1903) it is well to seize upon the oppor
tunity to cut back the trees somewhat more severely than 
usual. If the trees are getting tall and straggling they 
may be shortened back somewhat and thus gotten into a 
more manageable form. 

The amount to cut back depends upon the shape of 
the tree and whether it is high or low. If the tree has 
geen well pruned every winter and is compact and low 
it may be best to cut so as to leave short spurs of the 
new wood. Fig. 4 shows how the tree in Fig. 2 would 
look if it were pruned in this way. 

If tb,e trees have never been pruned, or if they are 
getting long and straggling and if the new growth is 
short and weak they will make stronger growth and a 
better crop of fruit buds for the next season if they are 
cut back somewhat severely. In such cases the main 
limbs may be cut back into two, three or sometiIn.es into 
four year old wood. One should however be careful 
not to cut back into wood that is so old and dormant that 
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it wiU not form new bl'anches the following summer. 
If the bark looks bright and smooth it will genera lly 
put out new limbs. If it looks du ll colored and rough 
the wood at this point may be too old to make new 
growth. Usually the li mbs may he cut back to some 
vigorous side br ruwlJ , a spur of which may be all owed 

Fig. B.-Poor g rowth of peach tree whi ch WllS not pruned after 
severe winter injury. 

to terminate the limb, just below the cut. Fig. 4 shows 
such short spurs of fresh wood at the tops of the limbs 
that have been shortened. Where the trees are cut 
back thus sever ely the small, weak twigs along the 
t runk of the tree and on the bases of the shortened limbs 
should be cut off close to the point of attachment. 

15 
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PRUNING WHEN THE WOOD OF THE TREES HAS BEEN 

INJURED. 

Sometimes a cold winter is severe enough not only 
to kill the fruit buds of the peach but also to injure the 
wood of the tree as well. Such a winter occurred in 
1898-9. The question of how to prune the trees after 
such winter injury became an important one. Fortu
nately such winters are very infrequent. Should such 
a winter again occur, however, the following account of 
our results in cutting back the peach trees would be of 
interest to the fruit grower. 

The winter of 1898-9 was very severe on peach 
trees. At the Experiment Station the thermometer reg
istered 26 degrees below zero at one time during the 
cold snap in February, and similar conditions prevailed 
throughout this section of country. After the freeze it 
was found that the fruit buds of the peach were killed, 
except in a few favored spots. The trees themselves 
were badly injured also. This injury to the trees was 
worse in some cases than in others, but in general the 
sap wood was badly discolored, turning brown to the 
very heart of the tree. 

Before cold weather came on, trees were in a con
dition that might have be.en expected to render them 
unusually susceptible to injury from so severe a winter. 
Instead of properly ripening their wood in autumn, 
growth continued until cut short by cold weather. Had 
the trees become fully dormant by a gradual ripening 
of their wood, instead of being checked by cold weather 
in the midst of tender growth, no doubt they would have 
suffered less from the severity of the winter. This late 
growth was induced by a series of conditions extending 
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back to 1897. Since thcre is a lesson to learn here about 
the cultivation of orchards it may be worth our while 
to consider the caus s leadi ng up to this late autumn 
growth. 

First, nearly all the peach orchards of the State had 
suffered much from the combined effects of the drought 

F ijO(. 7.-Poor g rowth of p a h tree whi h was only sligh Lly euL back 
after severe winLer inju ry. 

of 1897 and from bearing an abnormally heavy crop of 
fruit that year. Tr s that wer not given unusually 
good cultivation, to cons rve the moisture in the soil 
until this heavy fruit crop was mature, suffered, aud 
entered the season of 1898 with less than their normal 
amount of energy and vigor. Having less than their 
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normal amount · of energy to expend, this energy was 
more quickly used up, which favored shortening their 
period of growth in 1898. The month of August, 1898, 
was hot and dry and this induced trees that had nearly 
finished their active period of growth to begin to shed 
their leaves an.d to go into a semi-dormant condition. 
September and October were unusually moist, warm and 
springlike, and trees that had gone into partial rest 
were stimulated into a second period of growth, akin to 
a spring awake~ing, and were caught by winter in a 
growing condition rather than a ripened one, thus ren
dering them susceptible to winter injury. 

As evidence of the tenability of this argument, 
phenological notes taken at the Station during a number 
Qf years show that trees that lack energy shed their 
leaves uniformly earlier than do vigorous trees of the 
same kind, and that they are more liable to become par
tially dormant during a dry time in late summer and 
then make an autumn growth if warm rains favor it. 
Studies in orchard cultivation show that proper stirring 
of the soil to conserve its moisture tends to oppose this 
undesirable condition of affairs, by promoting a more 
uniform growth so the trees go into a dormant condition 
at the normal time, thus avoiding a second active 
growth. A . fuller account of this matter may be found 
in Bulletin No. 49 from this station on orchard culti
vation. Bulletin No. 38 on winter protection of the 
peach also shows that the hardiness of buds depends 
largely upon their dormant condition. . 

The c.old weather did not injure materially the root 
systems of the trees in most cases. Where snow cov
ered the ground, the injury did· not generally extend 
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below the snow line. In SOlli e instances where a cover 
crop had been grown in the orchard the trees seemed 
to he injured les~ than where the ground was left en
tirely bare. This has led to ill frcquent statement that 
trees in sod or in weeds were Jess liabl e to winter in
Jury tlwn were those th at had received good cultiva-

Fig. S.-One AeaSOll 'ij ~ro wlh on two year old pcach tree which was 
properly cut back as shown in Fig. O. 

tion. In the station grounds, however, trees that were 
cultivated well suffered less and have made better 
growth than those that were in sod or that were culti
vated but little. Observation in many orchards in the 
State and conversation with some of the largest peach 
growers have led to the conclusion that well managed 
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trees suffered least and that allowing the orchard to go 
to neglect is not a protective measure against severe 
winters. While we recommend growing cover crops of 
cow peas or other plants after cultiv~ing during the 
early part of the season, our observations lead us to 
prefer a clean dust mulch to allowing the orchard to 
go uncultivated as a safeguard against severe winters. 

The injury to trees seemed to vary in different 
places. In rare cases some of the fruit buds were not 
killed and here and there a few peaches were borne 
the past summer (1900) as a result. Most of the fruit 
buds were destroyed, however, and in all cases the 
wood . of the trees was badly discolored. 

PRUNING TO OVERCOME WINTER INJURY. 

As soon as the extent of the injury to the trees by 
the cold weather beccame apparent the question of how 
to prune to enable the trees to regain their vigor began 
to be discussed. Some growers advised cutting back 
the entire tree t9 the uninjured wood, which meant 
close to the ground in trees that were injured that low, 
and to the top of the snow or other cover in case of trees 
that had some protection about the roots, with the hope 
of training. up a single sprout from the stump the next 
summer. Others advocated the opposite extreme of no 
pruning at all. Many growers took a medium ground 
between these two extremes and proposed prUning back 
so as to leave stubs of the main branches from two: to 
four feet long, according to the age, shape andcoridition 
of the tree. ' This applied to trees of fruiting age, most 
growers agre&ing'that 'very ''young trees should be cut 
back about as young trees usually are :at ,the time of 
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setting. Each of these methods found numerous advo
cates, and as a result, orchards may be found which 
show the results of tbesc various methods of treatmen t. 

In answer to numerous inquiries at this time, the 
station advised pruning back the injured trees so as 
to leave arms of tlte main branr}wR two feet long in 
yOllng trees, to foul' or five feet long' in old trees, de
pending upon the conditions of the tree. 

Fig. D.-Two year old peach 
tree prop rl y cnt iJ n.ek a Cter 
sevore winter injury. 

F ig . 1 () . -l~ i vo yO:lr old peach 
tree PI'Opol'l y cut back aCtel" 
sovero wiuter inju ry. 

The r eason given was that the wood of the trees 
was so much weaken d that the root system would not 
be able to support growth in the entire tree. Since the 
r oot systems were practically uninjured, howev r, it 
was thought that root pressure would be sufficient to 
promote vigorous growth in a small portion of the top 
if the larger proportion of it were removed. 

Hon. L. A. Goodman, SecI' tary of the Missouri. 
21 
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State Horticultural Society, published an admirable cir
cular of information, advocating a severe but judicious 
cutting back, which he termed "dehorning" the trees. 
This was explained to mean cutting back the main 
branches into two year old, three year old or four year 
old wood, thus leaving stubs of the main branches a 
few feet long, the exact amount of cutting depending 
upon the age, vigor and condition of the tree. Mr. 
Goodman was .lecturing in the Agricultural College at 
the time and his advice was of great assistance in be
ginning some experiments in the treatment of injured 
trees which were being outlined by the Experiment Sta
tion. 

In view of the conflicting opinions as to the best 
means of procedure, the station began some experiments 
to determine the following points: 

L What degree of cutting back is best for injured 
peach trees of various ages and conditions? 

2. At what time should this cutting be done? 
3. May young peach trees in the nursery safely 

be transplanted; if so, at what time should this be done? 
4. What will be the relation of good cultivation to 

the recovery of injured trees? 
Peach trees of various ages, from one year aIds in 

the nursery to old, bearing trees were cut back with dif
ferent degrees of severity, from leaving only the stump 
in a few cases to cutting not at all in others. In a ma
jority of cases the old trees were cut back into three or 
four year old wood, thus leaving arms of the main 
branches three to five feet long. Figure 5 shows a view 
of some of the peach trees cut back to different lengths 
and some not cut at all. 
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Most of the trces ,ycrc rut back in FcbruarYr 
shortly aftcr the f recze. Others 'were cut back at subse
quent jntervals, the la:-;t ('uUing bc ing made when the 
leaves were just sLarting. 

RES L'I'TNG mWWTH OF TREl~S . 

As growth procc dcd (lur ing spring and summer, 

F ig. 11. ne senson's growth of fi ve yea r old tree a fter being eu t 
back as 6hown in F ig. 10. 

the effects of cutting back became apparent. Trees 
which were not pruned at all started into growth first. 
For the first two weeks they grew better than djd those 
that were cut back. Their growth was mainly confined 
to the tips of their branch s, there bejng almost no indi
cation of growth in the body of the tree. The earlier 
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starting of mipruned tees led some men of hasty judg
ment to conclude that pruning back was a grave error. 
One grower near the station said that he had made a 
grave mistake by pruning; that the branches he had cut 
off and piled up were starting off better than were the 
pruned trees in the orchard. In a short time, however 
the pruned trees began to grow. Their growth which was 
tardy at first soon became accelerated. In a short time 
they began to outstrip the unpruned trees which seemed 
to have used up all their energy in making a start. The 
full season growth showed that extreme practices of 
pruning not at all and of pruning soo as to leave only the 
stump of trees of bearing age were alike unsuccessfuL 
Unpruned trees made very little growth during the 
whole season and this was confined to the tips of the 
main branches, thus leaving the lower parts of the trees 
bare of growth and filled with dead twigs. Some of these 
trees died after they had made a feeble start in spring. 
Old trees that were cut back to the ground or so as to 
leave only the stump, died in many cases and those that 
did sprout made an unsatisfactory growth, the new 
sprouts attached to the weakened stump being easily 
broken off. In many cases where this has been prac-

'ticed in other orchards the sprouts have started from 
below the original bud so in case they ever bear fruit 
it will be from the unreliable seedling root. 

Figure 6 will give an idea of the average condition 
of unpruned trees near the close of the season's growth. 

Trees that were pruned in the usual manner of cut
ting away one-third to one-half of the one year old 
wood fared but little better than those that were not 
pruned at all. Figure 7 shows the average condition of 
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trees thus treated. 1'he dead half of the tree in figure 
7 shows the amount of pruning that was given. 

Figure 8 taken in October, shows the growth made 
by a two year old tree that was pruned so as to leave 
only the trunk and short spurs of the main limbs, as 
shown in Fig. 9. 

Figure 10 is a five year old tree properly pruned. 
It was cut back into two and three year old wood. Fig
ure 11 gives an idea of the growth made after such 
pruning. 

Fig. 12.-Eight year old peach tree properly cut back after severe 
winter injury. 

Figure 12 illustrates a seven year old tree properly 
pruned back into three or four year old wood. Figure . 
13 shows one season's growth made by a seven year 
old tree thus pruned. 

F'igure 14 shows seven year old trees that were not 
cut back far enough. This is as the trees appeared in 
June, having a broomlike growth at the extremities of 
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the old branches, there being little or no growth in the 
body of the trees. The lower parts of the limbs are 
more bare than they appear in the cut. Most of the 
growth that appears to be down on the old limbs is 
really on the ends of large limbs that extend toward the 
front of the picture, their bare bases being hidden 
behind. 

Figure 15 shows two trees in June, that had been 
well cut back. The one in the foreground had begun 
good growth right in the inner body of the' tree, so as 
practically to renew the whole head. The one to the 
left and rear was pruned in the same way but was more 
tardy in starting into growth. Many trees properly 
pruned were slow in starting, but subsequently made 
splendid growth. The tree shown here was one of the 
last to start, at the time shown having only begun to 
put out a few leaves. By October, however it had so' 
nearly overtaken these that started early as to be almost 
indistinguishable from the vigorous looking specimen 
now shown in the foreground. 

The foregoing cuts show better than ·words can do 
that the best results were obtained by cutting trees of 
hearing age back into the two to four year old wood, 
the severity of the cutting depending upon the age and 
vigor of the tree. Trees pruned in this way haveprac
tically renewed their heads. Their wood has ripened 
up in good condition, despite the fact that they have 
made siX, eight and even nine feet of new wood. The 
smallet twigs of this new wood are carrying enough 
fruit buds tQ promise a full crop of fruit next summer. 

I A.lm.ost the only healthy wood which exists in peach 
t'rees in this section , to-day is that"which grew during 
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the past summer. It forms a frcsb, v igorous layer out
side the discolored and dccayillg wood whirh was so 
much injured by the severE' freezC'. Examination of 
nnmel'OUS trees shows thaL tlJOse W il irh were properly 
cut back have madc, on all HVC'l'nge, a mllrh thicker layer 
of new growth than tho. c which wcre }lot pruued. Oc
casionally a tre whieh was 110t prunecll18s made a good 

Fig. I S.- One season's growth of eight year old peach tree aile I' 
being eut back AS shown in Fig. 12. 

annual layer of new wood, but this is the exception. 
It is also noticeable that the injur d wood itself is usu
ally softer, more pun1."'Y and d aying faster in trees that 
were not pruned. A study of the roots shows that in 
some cases a part of the root system of unpruned trees 
is decaying. This is especially true where a section of 
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the branches above ground has died, as s~own in Fig
ure 7. 

Good judgment is necessary to determIne just how 
far back a peach tree should be cut in order to renew 
its head to the best advantage after winter injury. It 
depends somewhat upon the age and vigor of the tree 
and also upon the extent to which the wood has been 
injured. While the above cuts show, in a general way 
how to do the work and illustrate the growth that re
sults from this cutting, it is not possible to lay down 
any rule that will apply equally well in all cases. It 
will be well to bear in mind the following suggestions. 
Cutting back may be so severe that the remaining 
stumps will not sprout and the trees will die. The old 
trunks may have no active buds to push into growth. 
In general it may be said that the older the wood the 
more difficulty there is in its sending out new branches 
and the more slowly it will start in spring. Stated dif
ferently, the newer the wood the more readily will its 
buds start. This was illustrated by unpruned trees 
starting into growth ahead of pruned ones, and also 
by the fact that where trees were not pruned very se
verely most of the new growth was near the extrem
ities of the branches (see fig. 14). Trees ~hat were 
cut back the least severely, however, made the weakest 
growth, while the strongest growth was made by those 
that were cut bak ,quite severely, provided they were 
not cut !,o low. as to leave no active buds to wake growth. 
If . the wood is not much injured buds will start frGm 
older wood than they will if ' the wood is much weak .. ' 
ened. , Trees that 'have a smooth, :bright looking bark 
,:will m.ore: readily send out :branche,s fro~ thej,r trunks ". . " ," , . . ' , . , . 
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and bare limbs ihnn will those whose bark is thick, rough 
and dull colored. r"ehe amount to cut, then, becomes 
a choice between leaving too much wood to secure 
vigorous growth and cutting back so far that buds will 
not start from the parts that remain. 

Tbi s " heading in " of peach t rees, as it is some
times called in thi s secti on, has heen occasionally prac-

Fig. 14.- Peach tree showing unsatisfactory growth on account of 
not having been pruned back s v rely enough after win Ler injury. 

ticed by the more extensive peach growers for years. 
It is not essentially new to orchardists. Many orchard
ists renew the heads of their peach trees by similar cut
ting back every few years. In this way they renew 
the vigor of their trees by promoting strong wood 
growth and get the heads of their trees nearer the 
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ground where they may be more readily managed for 
a few years. The lower heads are more easily pruned 
and sprayed and the fruit is more readily thinned and 
gathered. The time usually selected for this cutting 
back is after a severe cold snap has killed the fruit 
buds, thus preventing the possibility of a fruit crop. At 
such a time the trees may be cut Qack below the wood 
of fruiting age without loss. A knowledge of this cut
ting back is useful in enabling the grower frequently to 
renew his trees. Even though we may not have so se
vere a winter as that of 1898-9 for many years it will 
be advisable for growers to understand how to renew 
their trees by judicious cutting back. The pruning shown 
in the cuts in this bulletin is somewhat more severe 
than is often practiced in renewing the heads of peach 
trees when the wood is not injured. The less the wood 
is injured however, the more readily it sends out 
branches, so cutting to the extent here shown may be 
practiced with safety. 

TIME TO PRUNE. 

Trees pruned at different times, from just after 
the freeze until the leaves had made some growth, 
showed no material difference in the growth. Pruning 
should be done, however, before the leaves start to any 
great extent. 

RELATION OF CULTIVATION TO THE GROWTH OF INJURED 

TREES. 

At no other time in recent years has the value of 
thorough cultivation of orchards been so evident as dur
ing the summer, following the severe freeze. On the 
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station grounds thoro is a markod differenoe in the re
covery of troes that were well oultivated and those that 
were not. Careful observation of commercial orchards 
shows tbat this is generally true. In fact good cultiva
tion has proved to ue as important as the method of 
pruning to overcome tho severe effects of the winter. 
Even where trees wore proporly pruned, good cultiva-

F ig. 15.-1:' ach Lrce in foreground show ing good growth in June 
and one in background show ing Lardy sla rting into growLh. Bolh Lrced 
proper ly cut back after severe winter injury. 

tion was necessary to properly aerate the soil in spring 
and to conserve the moisture, later in summer. The re
duced tops of trees that were severely cut back were 
not large enough to carry sufficient foliage to properly 
nourish the large root systems below ground, and it 
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became necessary to take every possible means of stim
ulating a vigorous leaf and wood growth to properly 
nourish the roots. Nor does the need of good cultiva
tion stop with a single summer. 
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